Robin John Gibb:
“As you might’ve heard from Marion, the opening of KTT’s new e-commerce
storefront, as well as other KTT endeavours (apart from of course tomorrow’s auction
performance which I will detail below) have been postponed for technical as well as
personal reasons, to be resumed at the earliest tomorrow, the latest on Monday.
- Performance tomorrow – Auction, July 18. 2020
live start at: 19.00 hours British Time
Blue Weaver, the Brothers Egiziano & myself, will all be performing together once
again, but for the first time under the banner of our new KTT Project Legacy
ensemble aka ‘Legacy’, to help raise money for, and garner participation in, Errol
Kennedy & his wife Bev Sage’s Drum For The NHS Auction. Don’t miss out, it’ll be an
absolute blast, the first of its kind and truly an evening to remember I’m for one am
very much looking forward to it. I love performing with these gentlemen. I’ve known
Blue for as long as I can remember, he’s an amazing keyboard player and was a true
asset to the Bee Gees at the hight of their success, and my good friends from
Calabria are instantly recognisable as 3 real brothers who’ve been harmonising
together for a very long time, they’re an absolute pleasure to work with. I hope you all
enjoy the show. My good friend & business partner Andrew Eborn will be vlogging
with me and others before and after the event, which supports a cause I support with
all my heart
A cause for which I have donated a pair of my late father’s now iconic blue shades,
one of his ‘aeronautic’ style specs from his small collection of blue, violet my rose
tinted and mirrored (flash lensed) sunglasses. He used this pair for many an occasion
but mostly for driving to and from the studio and for attending outdoor events.
Along with the shades I’ve included a picture which my father loved & kept framed on
his bedside nightstand of him in a vintage circa 18th century period costume, which
he wore to a party thrown in Miami Beach by some clothing store owner named
Vivienne Westwood
Finally I’ve included 2 CDs, ‘50 St. Catherine’s Drive’, which was his last album, coproduced by myself, & the ‘Titanic Requiem’, his first classical music piece and our
first full collaboration together, I’d produced and written songs with him in the past but
this was our first album together as composers & recording artists. Each CD is signed
by me, both with my signature and a written message I’ve included in memory of my
late great beloved father.
All 4 items come as a ‘package’ and I know he would’ve wanted them to go to such a
worthy cause during such a terrible and unprecedented world crises as this.
For tomorrow’s auction please use this link to browse through the available items
donated by many music industry greats, friends, colleagues & also people I looked up

to as a child a fantastic collaboration which I hope bears even more fruit than Errol’s
and all the participating drummer’s amazing efforts already have :
https://bit.ly/2ZcR28u
Whether or not you are able to participate in the auction (as it might not the right time
for you and that is of course completely understandable at such a trying time as this.
However if not can you please share this press release and auction link?
If so, then please by all means send it out to anyone you may know who you suspect
might be interested in the auction
Also we of course welcome and encourage any members of the press who might be
interested in interviewing or zooming with Errol, Bev, and/or myself, Andrew, Blue,
the Brothers Egiziano, or indeed any of the Drumathon participants. We want to
garner as much coverage and interest as humanly possible for a cause which is
absolutely crucial and truly life saving. All the help we can muster would be much
appreciated.
I’ve attached as a photo a screen-grab of the latest Press Release and the auction
link is once again below.
Just please remember to share this press release to everyone and anyone who may
be interested, it’s for a very worthy cause and such a simple action as sharing these
links could indeed save lives.
Auction Items Link (same link as above) https://bit.ly/2ZcR28u
Love and kind regards to you all, stay safe my friends
Godspeed & God bless, Sincerely, RJ xxxx
PS.: If there are any typos above it’s because I was typing fast and have a lot to do,
so I couldn’t proofread it...motoring along, multi-tasking “

